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CAE to provide U.S. Air Force with C-17/KC-135 Aeromedical 
Evacuation Training System 
 
 
Tampa, Florida, November 23, 2015 – (NYSE: CAE; TSX: CAE) – CAE today announced it 
received an order from ADS, Inc. on behalf of the U.S. Air Force through the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA) Tailored Logistics Support (TLS) program to provide the U.S. Air Force at Dobbins 
Air Reserve Base (ARB) with another Aeromedical Evacuation Training System.   
 
CAE will provide a high-fidelity fuselage trainer representing both the C-17 transport and KC-135 
tanker that can be used and configured for aeromedical evacuation missions. The fuselage 
trainer will include a motion system to replicate the vibrations and turbulence often encountered 
during flight, thus delivering a more immersive and realistic aeromedical training environment. 
Within the C-17/KC-135 fuselage trainer will be medical patient simulators provided by CAE 
Healthcare. The overall C-17/KC-135 Aeromedical Evacuation Training System provided by CAE 
will include courseware and curriculum, and following delivery CAE Healthcare will provide 
training support services and instruction. 
 
“We are pleased to once again be working with ADS to provide the Air Force with another 
Aeromedical Evacuation Training System,” said Ray Duquette, President and General Manager, 
CAE USA. “The combination of our experience providing training solutions for air mobility 
platforms and CAE Healthcare’s world-class medical patient simulators demonstrates the unique 
training systems integration capabilities that CAE can deliver.”   
 
The C-17/KC-135 Aeromedical Evacuation Training System will be delivered in early 2017 and is 
the second aeromedical training solution to be developed by CAE. The company will soon deliver 
a C-130 Aeromedical Evacuation Training System to the U.S. Air Force at Dobbins ARB.   
 
“This is an exciting collaborative effort with a long-term partner, and an example of the level of 
turnkey solutions that CAE can provide,” said Dr. Robert Amyot, President of CAE Healthcare.  
“We will deliver not only patient simulators, specialized curriculum and instructional support, but 
also a highly realistic training environment.” 
 
Before delivery of the C-130 Aeromedical Evacuation Training System to Dobbins ARB in 
January 2016, CAE will be demonstrating it at the Interservice/Industry Training, Simulation, and 
Education Conference (I/ITSEC) to be held in Orlando, Florida from November 30 to December 3, 
2015. The demonstration at I/ITSEC will feature the C-130 fuselage trainer equipped for the 
aeromedical mission along with medical patient simulators from CAE Healthcare, including iStan, 
Lucina and Caesar. I/ITSEC is the world’s largest event dedicated to military simulation and 
training. 
 
CAE’s Aeromedical Evacuation Training Systems can be developed for a range of air mobility 
aircraft platforms. The comprehensive, integrated training system provides a realistic training 
environment that can be used to prepare aeromedical evacuation crews for pre-flight and 
emergency procedures as well as in-flight patient care. 
 
About ADS 
 
ADS Inc. is a leading solutions provider that proudly serves all branches of the U.S. Military, 
federal, state and local government organizations, law enforcement agencies, first responders, 



partner nations and the defense industry. The company focuses on solving customers’ challenges 
through the largest product and service offerings, the broadest array of procurement and contract 
options, world-class support and logistics solutions and legendary customer service. To learn 
more, please visit the ADS website at www.adsinc.com.    
 
About CAE 
 
CAE is a global leader in delivery of training for the civil aviation, defence and security, and 
healthcare markets. We design and integrate the industry’s most comprehensive training 
solutions, anchored by the knowledge and expertise of our 8,000 employees, our world-leading 
simulation technologies and a track record of service and technology innovation spanning seven 
decades. Our global presence is the broadest in the industry, with 160 sites and training locations 
in 35 countries, including our joint venture operations, and the world’s largest installed base of 
flight simulators. Each year, we train more than 120,000 civil and defence crewmembers, as well 
as thousands of healthcare professionals. www.cae.com 
 
Follow us on Twitter @CAE_Inc, @CAE_Defence, and @CAE_Healthcare. 
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Note to editors: A photo accompanying this release is available at www.cae.com/photos  
Caption: CAE will deliver another Aeromedical Evacuation Training System to the U.S. Air Force 
featuring a high-fidelity fuselage trainer outfitted with medical patient simulators such as iStan 
from CAE Healthcare. 
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